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Agenda
-

Overview of the CENIC network.
Limitations in the CENIC layer 1 network prior to starting refresh efforts.
Overview of layer 1 Next-Gen features: Flex Spectrum and CDC
Relevance of the Next-Gen features in the CENIC network.
CENIC’s phased approach: “Pilot”, priority paths
Implementation hints
Status
Tools
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The CENIC network
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CENIC layer 1 map
CENIC’s layer 1 optical network:
-

-

2200 miles of fiber
3 discrete optical routes
The optical routes are linear
(except one segment between
San Diego and Riverside)
Add/Drop sites and Amp sites
Los Angeles, Sunnyvale,
Oakland, Sacramento and
Riverside are the CORE layer
1/2/3 backbone.
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CENIC’s layer 1 capabilities: before starting our Next-Gen project
-

-

-

3 discrete optical routes: Going from one optical route to another optical route requires
regenerating the signal e.g., 100GE from Sunnyvale to San Diego requires Regen in LA.
Regen at 100GE is very expensive.
Multiple segments are a 32-channel system: Limited remaining capacity on some optical
paths, despite use of multiplexing.
100 Ghz fixed grid system.
Maximum capacity that can be provisioned per service is 200 Gbps.
End of Life cycle started for some control cards.
About 50% of the optical shelves do not support 100GE+ transponders..
Increased customer demands for connectivity at 100GE:
100GE attracting R&D within the UCs and Privates
E-learning initiatives for K-12 schools, CSUs and Community colleges.
The provisioning process is static and manual: dependency on wiring to specific physical
ports.
100GE transponders: need to optimize cost and features used.
One standard 100GE transponder used to date: multi-role flexibility at a cost.
Solution: CENIC’s Next-Gen project, started mid-2017.
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Dispersion

-

-

The optical signal spreads out as it travels long distances. As a result, 2 consecutive signals can start to overlap, causing signal degradation
and bit errors.
Causes of dispersion:
The refractive index in the fiber is frequency dependent: different wavelengths travel at different speeds in the fiber ( chromatic
dispersion )
Physical characteristics of the fiber: refractive index is higher in the core of the fiber than it is at the cladding of the fiber. So
wavelengths move slower in the core of the fiber.
Impacts 10GE services.
How we address dispersion:
Deploy dispersion compensation units ( DCUs ): fiber spools that compensate for different wavelengths traveling at different
speeds. DCUs are only needed for 10GE services. DCUs are not needed for 100GE services.
Regenerate the signal.
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Next-Gen network Features: Flex Spectrum and CDC
-

-

The Next-Gen ROADM features are:
■
Flex Spectrum:
●
The amount of spectrum allocated to a service can be flexibly provisioned to allow for
superchannels exceeding the 50-GHz fixed channel spacing. A super-channel can be made of
multiple-carriers or a single wide carrier.
■
Colorless:
●
The frequency of a service/channel can be re-tuned by software without requiring fiber to be
physically moved.
■
Dir on s:
●
A service/channel can be re-provisioned to use an alternate direction without requiring fiber to be
physically moved.
■
Contentionless:
●
Assuming we have an N-degree node, one add/drop device can accommodate provisioning the
same frequency over the N degrees.
Software driven provisioning.
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Flex Spectrum
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What is CDC ?
site3
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site4
-
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Services are added and dropped here

-

Colorless: the physical connection
does not restrict the service to a
specific frequency.
Directionless: the same physical
connection into the Add/Drop can be
used to route the service to direction
A, direction B or direction C.
Contentionless: The Add/Drop
device can add/drop the same
frequency over direction A, B and C.

Physical
connection

Service is terminated on a
“Transponder”
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A closer look at Next-Gen features
-

Next-Gen features are required to support a software driven provisioning approach. Software provisioning is required
to support network orchestration. This is one of our end goals.
But next-Gen features come at a high cost:
CDC features:
Any to Any configuration in the Add/Drop:
As the number of Add/Drop services increases, the meshing in the Add/Drop infrastructure
introduces the need for amplification to compensate for the additional insertion. Amplifiers
supporting CDC are expensive.
Coherent transponders that support advanced modulation/dispersion compensation/error
correction and high OSNR:
To benefit from the re-routing features that come with a CDC capable control plane: the
control plane may need to re-route a service to use an alternate fiber span with different
optical characteristics ( such as fiber type, fiber loss, chromatic dispersion).
Flex Spectrum:
The transponders are the most expensive element of the line system. What are the implications of
enabling Flex grid on the transponders?
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A closer look at Next-Gen features...
-

-

Transponder requirements for services provisioned in the flex grid:
Finely tunable transponders ( 0.1 Ghz increments )
Transponders that can support advanced modulation and error correction.
These features are typically implemented in coherent 100GE+ transponders.
Transponder requirements for services provisioned in the fixed grid:
The Flex grid capable ROADMs we deployed do not natively compensate for dispersion. So to compensate for
dispersion we had 2 options:
Deploy dispersion compensation units in-line with the fiber.
Implication: Additional insertion loss introduced by the dispersion compensation units that we will be
paying for with additional amplification in the line system.
Make coherent transponders “responsible” for compensating for dispersion:
100GE transponders are the best option because they can support a very wide dispersion range
Implication: Need to migrate legacy 1GE and 10GE services to be carried over 100GE waves.
Pros:
Now that we are carrying our legacy 1GE/10GE services over 100GE waves
with large dispersion compensation capabilities and high OSNR capabilities,
we can transport 1GE, 10GE services over longer distances with no need to
regenerate the signal.
More efficiency in provisioning 1GE and 10GE services.
We will have a network we will not need to touch for a long time.
Cons: we are paying up front for the 100GE coherent transponders.
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Ongoing work to identify the most cost effective 100GE coherent transponders.

Relevance of the Next-Gen features at CENIC
-

What Next-Gen features are useful in the CENIC network?
Where do these Next-Gen features apply in the CENIC network?
CDC:
Colorless: nice to have
Could be leveraged for quick provisioning.
But what is the cost of implementing the feature vs remote hands costs.
Directionless:
Our optical routes are still linear for the most part, and discrete. Directionless will be useful after we
combine our 3 optical routes at the points where they intersect.
Contentionless: desirable

-

Flex Spectrum: Must Have
Need support for 400GE+ on core segments of the backbone:
Initially, the need is for tier 1 segments/priority segments of the backbone. These are segments
where we are already at 2x100GE.
These tier 1/priority segments are our “Pilot paths”.
Use these pilot paths as a Proof of Concept:
Reduced up front investment, while we confirm the technology is working as expected.
Develop templates for accelerated deployments over additional segments in Phase2.
-

More efficient use of the spectrum; Increased provisionable channel count over a fiber span
Estimate: 123 channels ( Flex grid ) /96 ( Fixed grid ) channels ; about 28% gain.
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Phased Approach
Phase 1 scope of work/goals: ( On-going in the production environment )
-

-

Support >= 400 Gbps+ per wave over the main backbone segments of our DC and HPR
backbones.
We are actively working on the Los Angeles - Riverside segment of the Southern
route. This is our “Pilot” path.
Replace optical nodes that are EOL with Flex grid capable optical nodes.
Flex grid functionality in the node can be enabled when needed.
With the Flex grid functionality enabled, we can support services provisioned as fixed
grid services and as Flex grid services.
Deploy Add/Drop infrastructure that supports super channels. But, start with Add/Drop
infrastructure that supports a low count to optimize costs.
Upgrade amplifiers that are EOL to support a higher channel count.
Replace legacy client terminating optical shelves with optical shelves that can support a high
number of 100GE services.
Implementation:
Los Angeles - Tustin: Initial segment for proof of concept.
Validate all assumptions and actual costs after completing this initial segment.
After validating Los-Angeles to Tustin, continue to expand support for Flex Spectrum toward
Riverside.
Deploy Flex grid capable ROADMs.
Enable the Flex grid feature when needed.
Upgrade components must support long term goals.
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Optical Node topology for Phase 1
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What it takes to get there: Migration of legacy services
-

Provisioning of 1GE and 10GE services over 100GE waves ( to address the dispersion compensation pre-requisite in the nodes
upgraded to Flex grid capable ROADMs )
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What it takes to get there...
-

-

-

Equipment refresh on select nodes to meet code requirements:
Code versions that support the co-existence of Flex grid enabled nodes and non Flex grid nodes are recent code versions
that are not supported on some legacy control cards.
We’ve had to refresh a subset of optical nodes on the Southern route to meet the code requirements.
Multiple code upgrade cycles.
Constraints:
Space/Power for the new optical equipment.
Space/power orders are costly and have a long lead time.
Parallel fiber for the migration to Flex capable nodes:
Leasing redundant trunk fiber for the project would have come at additional cost and would have had additional lead
times.
It is not just the trunk fiber: in addition, we need to account for all cross-connects.
We had to get creative with fiber and space/power needed to refresh efforts.
Minimal space/power ordered for new optical equipment.
Consolidate services as much as possible to gain some space/power back.
Where possible, pre-rack the new equipment. If power is a constraint, start with a reduced power configuration. If can
not pre-rack the equipment, plan on hot-cutting the equipment during the maintenance window.
No redundant fiber was ordered for refresh efforts completed to date.
Maintenance windows:
8-hour hot-cut maintenance windows
CENIC Staff
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Impact per hub site: Loss of redundancy, no loss of connectivity.

How we planned our maintenance windows to avoid ordering fiber while reducing impact

Starting State
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-
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-
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Revisit transponder selection
-

The Flex capable ROADMs we deployed not natively support dispersion compensation. Our decision was to transport all
services ( 1GE, 10GE. 100GE ) where Flex capable ROADMs are being deployed using 100GE coherent transponders.
-

-

Nodes that do not have Flex capable ROADMs deployed will continue to use 10GE transponders during Phase 1.

100GE coherent transponders are expensive.
-

Reviewing our 100GE transponder selection:
-

We have been using transponders that can support multiple modes and pluggables:
-

100GE mode, 10x10GE+100GE mode, 200GE mode

-

Single-mode and multi-mode handoffs via pluggables

-

This selection has given us flexibility in deployments and in inventory management. This flexibility
comes at a cost: in some cases, we are paying for a feature we will likely never use.

-

Evaluating alternative transponder options in passive metro segments on the CENIC network.
-

Datacenter interconnects ( DCIs) deployed in production in metro Los Angeles.

-

In the process of testing and planning the integration of select alien transponders/DCIs to our active line system.

-

Longer term : open systems transponder initiatives such as Voyager ( TIP working group )
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Phase 1 Status and 400GE testing
-

All optical nodes on the Southern route can support the most recent code versions. We are running the most recent code version supported
by our line system.
The path between Los Angeles and Tustin was upgraded to Flex Grid capable ROADMS and is now enabled to support flex grid services and
fixed grid services.
We are working on extending the flex grid capabilities from Tustin towards San Diego.
We are working on identifying the most cost-effective 100GE coherent transponder option.
02/14/2019: In collaboration with Cisco, we successfully turned up a 400GE super channel between Los Angeles and Tustin using
Cisco’s NCS1004 transponder.
02/27/2019: After reviewing the optical results of the 400GE, we decided to proceed with testing 600GE superchannel between Los
Angeles and Tustin.
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Tools
-

-

-

-

Line system planning tool:
In-house knowledge of the vendor’s planning tool. Very useful for pre-validation.
Support from our account team for additional validation of design files prior to implementation.
Alien 100GE coherent transponders: efforts needed to extend the planning tool to support transponders that
are not native to the line system.
Optical lab: Critical resource
Our optical lab consists of a 4-node optical route with a mix of Flex grid and legacy ROADMs.
Useful for validating the interoperability of legacy ROADMs with Flex grid ROADMs.
Useful for validating the impact of code upgrades:
a wavelength carrying the 100GE service provisioned over an optical route in the lab; a 100GE test
service terminated on router ports.
Useful for preparing optical nodes with preloaded database files for hot-cut maintenances.
CENIC’s Layer 1 Fault and Performance Monitoring tool:
In-house tool, TL1 based.
Added functionality to support of engineering plans: coherent services, CD measurements, channel utilization.
We are working on extending the tool to support non-TL1 platforms.
Enhancing our Performance measurement monitoring with PerfSonar:
High impact maintenances: post maintenance validation tools are required.
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Thank you
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